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Early literacy tip: Playing is a great way to 

introduce new words and concepts to young 

children—plus it’s great bonding time! 

Try it out:  Build a “big” tower with 

blocks, then a “small” one to 

introduce opposites to your child. 

 

Ready for more early literacy tips? Visit 

daybydayva.org or pick up a Book 

Booster sheet at your library. 

 If you read a book to more than one 

child, a space can be filled on each 

child’s sheet. 

 Every time you have to read that same 

book again, it helps boost confidence 

and memory! Color in a space each 

time. 

 A book read to the child by anyone 

counts—childcare providers, family 

members, or library staff. 

 Return this completed sheet to the 

service desk to choose a sticker! 

Child’s full name: 651—700 
651   652   653   654   655   656   657   658   659   660 

 661   662   663   664   665   666   667   668   669   670 

 671   672   673   674   675   676   677   678   679   680 

  681   682   683   684   685   686   687   688   689   690 

 691   692   693   694   695   696   697   698   699   700 

Questions about this program or early literacy?  

The Youth Services Specialist can be reached at mnewcomb@cvrl.net or by calling (434) 603-6526.  
1000 Books Before Kindergarten® is a registered trademark of the 1000 Books Foundation, used with permission. 

Curious about the benefits of common childhood games? See what good can come from a little playtime. 

Peek-a-boo: Besides being funny, playing peek-a-boo with infants helps strengthen visual tracking 

skills—their ability to follow an object with their eyes. They also begin to understand that things are 

still there even if they can’t see, touch, or hear them. 

Simon Says: Need to fill time while waiting in line or in the car? Toddlers can learn to follow 

directions and identify body parts and actions during this game. Toss in a silly “stick out your tongue” 

or “spin in a circle” to keep it fun. 


